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The biomass production of forest ecosystems is very high, primarily due to the large amounts of nutrients which are involved in the biological cycle of organic matter. Timber harvesting has greater effects on the nutrient cycle, the more efficiently the biomass of the trees is harvested in connection with cuttings.

It has been considered that traditional stemwood harvesting does not lead to impoverishment of the soil because the nutrient content of the wood is quite low. In thinning cuttings the slash remaining in the forest has a manuring effect, which is lost when whole-tree harvesting is carried out. Particularly under cool climatic conditions thinning leads to an increase in the soil temperature, and may thus make nutrient mobilization in the humus layer faster. The nutrient loss occurring in connection with heavy thinnings and whole-tree harvesting has been considered as being of such a magnitude, however, that compensation for it through fertilizer application is necessary.

In comparison with harvesting unbarked stem timber, whole-tree harvesting has been found to increase the nutrient loss at the final cutting stage as follows: in the case of N 2 to 4 times, in the case of P 2 to 5 times, in the case of K 1.5 to 3.5 times and in the case of Ca 1.5 to 2.5 times. Depending on the conditions prevailing on the site, any one of these nutrients may be the limiting factor for tree growth during the next tree generation.

On the basis of our present knowledge we cannot calculate to what extent the soil is impoverished through whole-tree harvesting, but there is reason to believe that maintaining a certain fertility level will require a considerable increase in forest fertilization and other soil improvement measures.

1. INTRODUCTION

To meet the forest industry’s demand for raw material, measures have been taken to increase timber production both by improving soil fertility and through the use of better varieties of trees. Nevertheless, estimates for the growth and drain, based

---

3 The paper has been presented at the Symposium on the harvesting of a larger part of the forest biomass of Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee on Forest Working Techniques and Training of Forest Workers, held in Hyviskä, Finland 14-16 June, 1976.
on inventories of the available timber resources and wood consumption, indicate that a lack of raw material will become a serious problem for the forest industry in the near future. The traditional raw material, stemwood, is already almost fully harvested in many countries; in Finland, for example, on average only as little as 1.5 kg dry matter is left in the forest in the topmost part of the stem (HAKKILA 1971). This means, however, that about 40 % of the total biomass of the trees is currently unused by the forest industries. Harvesting the litter reserve of raw material formed by slash has a number of biological consequences, one of them being the influence on the fertility of the soil, which is our most important natural resource.

Biomass production is considerably higher in forest ecosystems than in other plant communities growing on sites with an equal level of soil fertility. This is mainly due to the large amounts of nutrients that are involved in the biological cycle between the forest soil and its plant cover. Thus, the biomass production of forest ecosystems is highly dependent on the quantities of nutrients returning to the soil in the litter as well as on decomposition carried out by soil microbes. The amount of nutrients annually bound by the tree crop is of course dependent on the stage of stand development. In a Scots pine crop, for instance, the period of highest total production coincides approximately with maximum annual current increment of the stemwood (HUMMEZOV & POSOBNYKOV 1965). As regards annual litter production, however, only small fluctuations have been observed after canopy closure (BRAY & GORHAM 1964).

Both as a result of leaching and nutrient losses in connection with logging operations, the fertility of forest soils is gradually decreasing. Nutrient losses through leaching from natural forest soils are largely compensated for by nutrients liberated by weathering and by those which enter the soil from the atmosphere, and consequently, the natural decrease in soil fertility is a relatively slow process.

Harvesting of stemwood only has not usually been considered to have a detrimental effect on soil fertility because the nutrient content of the wood is rather low. Rennie (1957), however, states that timber harvesting on the siliceous Calluna moor soils in Britain, owing to their small calcium reserves, results in a need for appropriate fertilizer application if the timber-producing capacity of the soil is to be maintained. Maintaining the fertility of the soil is in fact a problem of the very greatest importance when decisions are being made about how extensively the biomass can be harvested in logging.

The author wishes to acknowledge the comments of professors Pentti HAKKILA and P. J. VISSO.

2. NUTRIENT LOSSES IN LOGGING

21. Thinning cuttings

During the development of a tree crop from a seedling stand to a closed forest, the amount of ground vegetation diminishes. The resulting gradual death and decomposition of the ground vegetation releases large amounts of nutrients which become available to the trees at the very time when their nutrient requirement is at its greatest (OWINGTON 1959).

At this stage of stand development further growth of the stand is regulated by thinning cuttings, the effect of which on the remaining trees has usually been considered to be favourable as long as traditional stemwood harvesting methods are used. On the basis of thinning experiments it has been found that even relatively heavy thinning cuttings do not lead to a decrease in the total yield of stemwood (CARBONNIER 1974). This result may be interpreted in such a way that the increase in growth of the remaining trees is partly due to a manuring effect caused by the slash. Particularly in regions having a cool climate, thinning operations may raise the soil temperature, which in turn leads to an increase in microbial decomposing activity and to the mobilization of nutrients bound by the relatively inactive layer of raw humus (WRIGHT 1957). The relatively high nitrogen content of the material reaching the ground as slash is important for the nutrient cycle because the low nitrogen content of coniferous litter limits the biological activity of the soil.

In Scots pine and Norway spruce stands at the thinning stage the tree crowns usually represent about one third of the dry matter of the trees, but contain about two thirds of the total amount of nutrients. Therefore, the nutrient situation after thinning in which whole-tree harvesting is carried out is less favourable.

On the basis of Fig. 1, for example, it can be concluded that the magnitude of the nutrient loss incurred during logging in a thinning stand of Scots pine in South Finland is about 15 kg/ha when 40 m³/ha of wood is removed by the shortwood method, and about 42 kg/ha when the same volume is removed using the whole-tree method. Although the quantities mentioned do not seem very high, it will be necessary, under Scandinavian conditions, to compensate for the nutrient losses caused by heavy thinning and whole-tree harvesting by fertilizer application, particularly in stands growing on poor sites (TAMM 1969).

22. Final cuttings

With increasing age, an ever-greater part of the mobilized nutrient resources of a tree stand is bound in the biomass of the tree crop. Clearcutting therefore leads to a sudden change in the nutrient cycle as large amounts of organic matter and plant nutrients are returned to the ground. As the ground vegetation of a cutover area is not able to utilize as large an amount of nutrients as the removed tree crop, there is a strong increase in leaching (TAMM et al. 1974). So, for example, the increase in nitrogen leached out one year after a cutting operation may correspond to the annual nitrogen requirements of the tree crop (BORMANN et al. 1968).

The amount of nutrients removed with the stemwood depends to some extent on the age of the tree stand. At the beginning of heartwood formation, mobile nutrients such
Table 1. Amounts of nutrients removed in final cutting of a 70-year-old Norway spruce stand on a Myrtillus site in South Finland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harvesting method</th>
<th>Dry matter</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Ca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kg/ha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortwood method</td>
<td>121 500</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole-tree method 1)</td>
<td>197 500</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Incl. stumps and roots Ø > 5 cm.

Table 2. Amounts of nutrients removed in connection with timber harvesting from a spruce stand during a rotation of 80 years (KREUTZER 1975).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harvesting method</th>
<th>Total yield</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Ca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kg/ha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortwood method</td>
<td>974 m³ merchantable wood with bark</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole-tree method 1)</td>
<td>1 570</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>1 020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Incl. slash in thinning cuttings and slash, stumps and large roots in final cutting.

As nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are transferred to other parts of the tree by the action of the internal nutrient cycle, whereas calcium accumulates in the stem. Consequently, the quantities of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium removed per unit volume of wood are greater in young wood than in old.

Estimates for the nutrient losses in connection with various harvesting methods can be made, for instance, on the basis of Table 1 where the amounts of nutrients removed in final cutting under Finnish conditions are presented (MÄKKÖNEN 1973). It is worth while comparing the maximum amounts (Table 2) removable from a fertile site in connection with thinning and final cuttings during the course of the whole rotation with the nutrient amounts presented in the preceding Table 1.

When the results from different coniferous stands are summarized, the nutrient losses in whole-tree harvesting are 2 to 4-fold in the case of N, 2 to 5-fold in the case of P, 1.5 to 3.5-fold in the case of K and 1.5 to 2.5-fold in the case of Ca in comparison to the losses in harvesting of stemwood with bark (WEETMAN & WEBBER 1972, MÄKKÖNEN 1973, YOUNG 1973, NYKVIST 1974, KREUTZER 1975). In addition, it must be pointed out that a change in favour of harvesting unbarked timber increased the nutrient loss by 1.5 to 2 times as compared with harvesting barked wood. In practice the nutrient loss is slightly smaller because, for example, the needles cannot be harvested completely.

Already at the present time the whole-tree method is widely used in the Soviet Union, where off-road extraction takes place mainly in the form of skidding whole trees or stems. Whole-tree extraction has come into use for technical reasons because only small amounts of slash are used by the forest industries. Attention has been paid to the impoverishment of the forest soil caused by this harvesting method (Table 3), and compensation for the nutrient loss by the application of a corresponding quantity of nutrients is considered to form the basis for future fertilization requirements (SHUMAKOV 1971).

3. DISCUSSION OF NUTRIENT LOSSES

In order to try and find an answer to the question of how whole-tree harvesting affects the nutrient resources in the soil, we have usually taken the amounts of nutrients bound in the biomass as the point of departure. Such an examination should be based on the nutrient balance of the forest soil, that is, on a comparison between the amounts of nutrients received by the vegetation and those removed from the soil. In this respect, however, our knowledge is rather limited; we do not know accurately enough the amounts of nutrients that are mobilized and leached during the course of the rotation.

An idea of the increasing impoverishment of the forest soil as a consequence of biomass harvesting can be gained by considering the present situation in the field of silviculture: the natural timber producing capacity of the soil is considered insufficient, and forests are fertilized on a large scale. Thus, all measures leading to an impoverishment of the soil require effective soil improvement measures in order to keep the soil fertility at its former level at least.

NITROGEN

The loss of nitrogen caused by timber harvesting is not very large in comparison with the nitrogen resources of forest soils. Forest soil usually contains several thousand kilograms of nitrogen per hectare in the form of different organic compounds. As far as forest fertilization is concerned, however, our interest has been focused on the use of nitrogen alone or combined with other nutrients. Nitrogen application has increased the yields of different tree species even on soils of varying fertility. Particularly in the northern coniferous zone nitrogen is the limiting factor with regard to the nutrient status of the soil owing to its slow mobilization (VIRIO 1967, WEETMAN & WEBBER 1972, SHUMAKOV 1975). In Finland, for example, a close correlation has been found to exist between the nitrogen content of the topsoil and the site type (Table 4). Most of nitrogen present in the humus layer, however, is in the form of relatively stable compounds which break down at a slower rate than the bulk of the slash. During the initial phase of development of a new tree generation a substantial part of the exchangeable nitrogen comes from decomposing slash. Thus, the nitrogen occurring in slash is of considerably greater importance for the nutrient status of the site than is indicated by a mere comparison between the nitrogen content of slash and the topsoil. The loss of
Table 4. Amounts of organic matter, total nitrogen, easily soluble phosphorus, exchangeable potassium and calcium in various site types in South Finland (Viro 1969).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site type</th>
<th>Org. t/ha</th>
<th>N_NH₄ kg/ha</th>
<th>P kg/ha</th>
<th>K kg/ha</th>
<th>Ca kg/ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinium type</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>2 341</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>125.3</td>
<td>236.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtillus type</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>2 836</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>141.8</td>
<td>297.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovalis-Myrtillus type</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>3 492</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>165.1</td>
<td>588.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

organic matter and nitrogen caused by whole-tree harvesting may consequently be of much greater importance particularly in the case of infertile mineral soils.

Depending on both climatic and edaphic factors the extent of nitrogen replacement may vary much very. Under the conditions prevailing in Central Europe, for instance, the nitrogen balance of the soil may still be positive even after whole-tree harvesting has been carried out, as a result of fast nitrogen mobilization and of heavy nitrogen pollution (Kreutzer 1975). In these circumstances the nitrogen resources of forest soil can be enriched by cultivation of lupine, too.

PHOSPHORUS
As was earlier explained, a change from stemwood harvesting to whole-tree harvesting leads to the greatest losses in the case of phosphorus. Under conditions in which nitrogen fixation and mobilization are effective, the whole-tree system has the greatest effect on the phosphorus balance (Binns 1975).

In the conditions prevailing in Finland evidence of phosphorus deficiency has been observed after nitrogen application, particularly on fertile sites (Viro 1967), and this gives reason for the assumption that the phosphorus resources of the forest ecosystem are utilized to a high degree. There is a considerable variation in the phosphorus content of the soil, but slight negative correlation has been found to exist between the phosphorus content and the site type (Table 4).

POTASSIUM
Of the total amount of mobilizable nutrients in the forest, potassium accumulates in the biomass in relatively the greatest amounts (e.g. Mäkeläinen 1974). Binding of potassium ions with organic substances is so loose that stable organic potassium compounds do not occur. Owing to its high water solubility, the potassium cycle is very rapid and most of the total potassium in humus is in an exchangeable form. After whole-tree harvesting the replenishment of potassium is greatly dependent on weathering.

CALCIUM
It has not been established whether there is any real deficiency of calcium as a plant nutrient in forest soil, although it has been found that there is a close correlation between the calcium content and the site index (Viro 1951, Lintanen 1955). The favourable effect of calcium is due in the first place to the fact that it speeds up nitrogen mobilization in the humus layer. For this reason nitrogen probably becomes a limiting factor earlier than calcium in the case of sites poor in nutrients.
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1. Johdanto

Metsien erilaisten käyttötapojen monipuolistuminen sekä niissä tapahtuneet määritelmät ja luolalliset muutokset ovat nostaneet metsien moninaiskäytön erääksi aikamme metsätalousen keskeisiksi kysymyksiin. Monipuolisena uudistuavana luonnonsuuren metsän avulla on mahdollista lyödyttää saamanaikaisesti mitä erilaisempia tarpeita. Lahjakäyttö on käyttötarpeiden lyödyttäminen saattaa useasti tapahtua luontaisesti. Kyseiseen solmukohde on yleensä metsän yleisempi, puututkimussäätiö (Valtion yleistä tai puututkimuslaitoksesta), tai metsän yleisempi, puututkimuslaitoksesta. Metsien moninaiskäytön tutkimuksen kehittämisessä (Suomen metsätiede) on tärkeää säilyttää metsän moninaiskäytön keskinäisuuksia ja niiden yhteenvetoavaimen mahdollisuksista.

Maame metsän, moninaiskäytön piirissä metsien moninaiskäytöön liittyiviä probleemia liikaa. Tiedeellisissä taitoja kannalta sitä on kosketetty jo vuonna 1960 julkaistuessa metsätieteen uran ehdotuksessa metsätutkimuksen kehittämisessä (Suomen metsätieteen uran ehdotuksessa metsätieteen uran ehdotuksessa metsätutkimuksen kehittämisessä (Suomen metsätiede) sekä myöhemmin mm. valtion maatalousmetsätieteilijöiden määräyksiä. Metsien moninaiskäytön tutkimuksen kehittämisessä on viime vuosina tehty laadukkaita Suomen Akatemiassa ja Metsätutkimuslaitoksessa. Suomen Akatemian piirissä metsien moninaiskäytön tutkimuksesta on käsitelty osana...